
Sand and Sea 12” X 12” Sampler 
 
Materials Needed 
1 X 30.5x30.5 cm (12”X12”) Sahara Sand cardstock for background - stamped with 
Versamark shells and seaweed. 
5 X 7.5cm square in Misty Moonlight 
1 X 7.5cmx 15.5cm rectangle in Misty Moonlight 
2 X 7cm scalloped circle in Misty Moonlight 
5 X 7cm squares in Sand and Sea DSP 
1 X 7cm x15cm rectangle in Sand and Sea DSP 
1 X 6.5 cm circle in Sand and Sea DSP and one in Shimmer paper 
Verses printed on Very Vanilla Shimmer paper (see note below) or Pearlescent Speciality 
Paper 
Embellishments: Opal Rounds and Pastel Pearls; Gold thread 
Pearlescent Paper for large die 
Friends are like Seashells Bundle 
Seashells embossing folder. 
Stitched shapes dies  
Stitched rectangle dies 
 
Instructions 

• Die cut pearlescent paper using largest die cut from bundle, then place carefully in 
the embossing folder and run through the machine. (doing it in this order means 
that it is more 3D. These can then be cut apart to have individual seashells and 
seaweed for features. 

• Stamp dollar shell on pearlescent paper with Versamark and gold embossing 
powder. Cut out. 

• You will cut the verses out using Stitched shape dies. For the larger verse I used one 
of the stitched rectangles and made it to fit the verse (9X5cm) 
 

Putting it all together 
Top Row 
Left - Place DSP on one of the Misty Moonlight 7.5cm squares. Add a shell to this as a 
feature. Before adhering it, I sponged it lightly in Misty Moonlight ink. 
Right – Place large rectangle of DSP on 7.5 X 15.5cm rectangle of Misty Moonlight. Add 
verse and dollar shell. 
 
Middle Row 
Left – Using sentiment from stamp set, stamp it on the 7cm square DSP.  Add this to 7.5cm 
Misty Moonlight square. 
Centre - Add 7cm Shimmer Paper circle to scalloped Misty Moonlight base circle and add a 
smaller 6.5cm circle of DSP on top.  
Right – Add DSP square to 7.5cm Misty Moonlight background square and add shell on top 
that has been lightly sponged in ink to tone. 
 
 
 



Bottom Row 
Left – Add DSP to 7.5 Misty Moonlight square and verse as top layer. I added a shell 
embossed in Versamark and Gold embossing powder to bottom right of square. 
Middle – Add DSP to 7.5cm Misty Moonlight square and largest shell sponged in Versamark 
and Gold to highlight it on the top. 
Right – Add 7cm DSP circle to Misty Moonlight scalloped base circle and add verse on top. I 
added one of the small shells (sponged with inks) as an embellishments. 
 
To Assemble 
Place all feature pieces onto background in preferred order and glue down and add pearls 
and opals and gold thread as you wish. Place in frame. 
 
To make Very Vanilla Shimmer Paper 
1 piece of Very Vanilla cardstock. Fill a spritzer with Isocol and add a few drops of Frosted 
White Shimmer paint. Shake well and spritz the Very Vanilla and allow to dry before using. 
 



 

	

My	thoughts	toward	you	

are	countless	as	the	sand	

on	the	seashore.		

Psalm	139:17-18	

	

	

	

	

		
 
 
 
 
 
… the earth will be 
filled with the 
knowledge of the 
LORD as the 
waters cover the sea. 
Isaiah 11:9 
 
 
 

 
 
 

As far as the east is from 
the west, so far has he 

removed our 
transgressions from us.  

Psalm 103:12 
 

 


